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Abstract1

Given a set P of n locations on which facilities can be placed and an integer k, we want2

to place k facilities on some locations so that a designated objective function is maxi-3

mized. The problem is called the k-dispersion problem. For instance it is desirable to4

locate fire departments far away each other. In this paper we give a simple O((2k2)kn)5

time algorithm to solve the max–min version of the k-dispersion problem if P is a set6

of points on a line. If k is a constant then this is an O(n) time algorithm. This is the 17

first O(n) time algorithm to solve the max–min k-dispersion problem for the set of8

“unsorted” points on a line. If P is a set of sorted points on a line, and the input is 29

given as an array in which the coordinates of the points are stored in the sorted order,10

then by slightly modifying the algorithm above one can solve the dispersion prob-11

lem in O(log n) time. This is the first sublinear time algorithm to solve the max–min 312

k-dispersion problem for the set of sorted points on a line. 413

Keywords Dispersion problem · Algorithm14

1 Introduction15

The facility location problem and many of its variants have been studied (Drezner 1995;16

Drezner and Hamacher 2004). Typically, given a set of locations on which facilities17

can be placed and an integer k, we want to place k facilities on some locations so that18

a designated objective function is minimized. By contrast in the dispersion problem,19

we want to place facilities so that a designated objective function is maximized. For20

instance it is desirable to locate fire departments far away each other.21

The intuition of the problem is as follows. Assume that we are planning to open22

several chain stores in a city. We wish to locate the stores mutually far away from23

each other to avoid self-competition. So we wish to find k locations so that the min-24

B Shin-ichi Nakano
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imum distance between them is maximized. See more applications, including result25

diversification, in Cevallos et al. (2017), Ravi et al. (1994), Sydow (2014).26

Now we define the max–min k-dispersion problem. Given a set P of n possible27

locations, and a distance function d for each pair of locations, (we assume that d28

is a symmetric nonnegative function satisfying d(p, p) = 0 for all p ∈ P) and an29

integer k with k ≪ n, we wish to find a subset S ⊂ P with |S| = k such that30

the cost cost(S) = min{u,v}⊂S{d(u, v)} is maximized. For convenience if |S| = 131

we regard cost(S) = ∞. This is the max–min version of the k-dispersion problem32

(Ravi et al. 1994; Wang and Kuo 1988). For the max-sum version see Baur and33

Fekete (1998), Birnbaum and Goldman (2009), Cevallos et al. (2016, 2017), Chandra34

and Halldorsson (2001), Fekete and Meijer (2004), Hassin et al. (1997), Ravi et al.35

(1994), and for a variety of related problems see Baur and Fekete (1998), Chandra36

and Halldorsson (2001). The max–min k-dispersion problem is NP-hard even when37

the triangle inequality is satisfied (Erkut 1990; Wang and Kuo 1988). An exponential38

time exact algorithm for the max–min k-dispersion problem is known (Akagi et al.39

2018). A geometric version of the problem in d-dimensional space can be solved in40

O(kn) time for d = 1 (if the order of vertices in P on the line is given) and is NP-hard41

for d = 2 (Wang and Kuo 1988). If the order of vertices in P on the line is given the42

running time for d = 1 was improved to O(n log log n) (Akagi and Nakano 2016) by43

the sorted matrix search method (Frederickson 1991) (see a good survey for the sorted44

matrix search method in Agarwal and Sharir (1998), Section 3.3), then O(n) (Akagi45

et al. 2018) by a reduction to the path partitioning problem (Frederickson 1991), as46

explained in Sect. 2. Ravi et al. (1994) proved that the max–min k-dispersion problem47

cannot be approximated within any constant factor in polynomial time, and cannot be48

approximated within factor of two in polynomial time when the distance satisfies the49

triangle inequality, unless P = NP. They also gave a polynomial-time algorithm with50

approximation ratio two when the triangle inequality is satisfied.51

In this paper we give a simple O(n) time algorithm to solve the max–min k-52

dispersion problem if P is a set of “unsorted” points on a line. This is the first O(n)53

time algorithm to solve the max–min k-dispersion problem for the set of unsorted54

points on a line. Then we consider the case if P is a set of sorted points on a line,55

and the input is given as an array in which the coordinates of the points are stored in56

the sorted order. We show one can solve the dispersion problem in O(log n) time, by57

slightly modifying the algorithm above. This is the first sublinear time algorithm to58

solve the max–min k-dispersion problem for the set of sorted points on a line.59

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an O(n) time60

algorithm (Akagi et al. 2018) to solve the dispersion problem where P is an ordered61

set of points on a line, by a reduction to the path partitioning problem. In Sect. 3 we62

design an O(n) time simple algorithm to solve the dispersion problem when P is a63

set of “unsorted” points on a line. Section 4 gives an algorithm to solve the dispersion64

problem when P is a set of sorted points on a line. Finally Sect. 5 is a conclusion.65

A preliminary version of the paper is appeared in Araki and Nakano (2018).66
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Fig. 1 a A 4-dispersion problem on a line, and b a path 3-partitioning problem on a line

2 k-dispersion by a reduction67

In this section we show one can solve the k-dispersion problem in O(n) time (Akagi68

et al. 2018) if P is a set of points on a line and the order of the points on the line is69

given. The algorithm uses a reduction to the path partitioning problem (Frederickson70

1991), which can be solved in O(n) time.71

Let T be a tree in which each vertex has a nonnegative weight w, and k be an72

integer. The tree k-partitioning problem is to delete k − 1 edges in the tree so as to73

maximize the weight of the lightest remaining subtree. The tree k-partitioning problem74

can be solved in O(n) time (Frederickson 1991), where n is the number of vertices in75

the tree. If the input tree is a path then it is the path k-partitioning problem, and one76

can solve the path k-partitioning problem in O(n) time using the algorithm for the77

tree.78

Given an instance (P, k) of the max–min k-dispersion problem where P is a set of79

points on a line, with the order of the points in P on the line, and integer k ≥ 3, we80

can transform it to an instance (P
′
, k − 1) of the path (k − 1)-partitioning problem81

as follows (Akagi et al. 2018). First we construct a path P
′

= (V
′
, E

′
). Assume82

P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} and the points appear in this order on the line. Define V
′
=83

{p
′

0, p
′

1, . . . , p
′

n}, E
′

= {ei = (p
′

i−1, p
′

i )|p
′

i ∈ V
′
}, w(p

′

i ) = d(pi , pi+1) for each84

i = 1, 2, . . . , n −1, and w(p
′

0) = w(p
′

n) = 0. See an example in Fig. 1. If the order of85

the points on the line is given, one can construct the path P
′
in O(n) time. A solution86

of the max–min 4-dispersion problem in Fig. 1a is {p1, p4, p8, p11} and its cost is 17.87

A solution of the path 3-partitioning problem in Fig. 1b is {e4, e8} and its cost is 17.88

One can observe that a solution of a max–min k-dispersion problem contains {p1, pn},89

and if a solution of a max–min k-dispersion problem is {p1, pn}∪{pi1 , pi2 , . . . , pik−2
}90

then a solution of the path k − 1-partitioning problem is {ei1 , ei2 , . . . , eik−2
}.91

One can solve the path k-partitioning problem in O(n) time (Frederickson 1991)92

so one can solve the max–min k-dispersion problem in O(n) time.93

Thus one can solve the dispersion problem in O(n) time when all P are on a line and94

the order of the points in P on the line is given. However the algorithm in Frederickson95

(1991) is very complicated and hard to implement. In the next section we design a96

simple O(n) time algorithm to solve the max–min k-dispersion problem even if the97

points on a line are “unsorted”.98
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Fig. 2 Illustration of i j and I j

for k = 7

i0

I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6p

k=7

1 pn

i1 i2 i3 i4 i5 i6

3 k-dispersion for unsorted points on a line99

In this section we design a simple O(n) time algorithm to solve the k-dispersion100

problem for a constant k if P is a set of points on a line. Note that we do not assume101

that the order of the points on the line is given. The idea of our algorithm is a simple102

divide and conquer algorithm as follows.103

Let P be a set of points on a horizontal line and pℓ and pr be the leftmost point104

and the rightmost point in P . One can find pℓ and pr in O(n) time.105

If k = 1 then a solution S of the 1-dispersion problem is {pℓ}.106

If k = 2 then the solution S of the 2-dispersion problem is {pℓ, pr }.107

If k = 3 then a solution S is {pℓ, ps, pr } where ps is a nearest point to the midpoint108

between pℓ and pr . We can find ps as follows.109

Let i0 = x(pℓ) be the coordinate of pℓ on the line, i2 = x(pr ) the coordinate of pr ,110

and let i1 be the coordinate of the midpoint between pℓ and pr . Let I1 be the interval111

(x(i0), x(i1)], and I2 be the interval (x(i1), x(i2)). The solution S consists of pℓ and112

pr and exactly one more point in either I1 or I2. So by pigeonhole principle S has no113

point in either I1 or I2. Thus we have two cases.114

Case 1 S has no point in I1.115

In this case, S consists of pℓ and the solution of the 2-dispersion problem for the116

points in (i1, i2], which consists of (1) the nearest point to i1 in I2 and (2) pr .117

Case 2 S has no point in I2.118

In this case, S consists of pr and the solution of the 2-dispersion problem for the119

points in [i0, i1], which consists of (1) the nearest point to i1 in I1 and (2) pℓ.120

We can generalize this method for a constant k > 3 as follows.121

Let i0 = x(pℓ), ik−1 = x(pr ) and let i1, i2, . . . , ik−2 be the coordinates which122

evenly spaced on the line between pℓ and pr . See an example in Fig. 2.123

Let I j be the interval (i j−1, i j ] for j = 1, 2, . . . , k − 2, and Ik−1 be the interval124

(ik−2, ik−1). Clearly the cost of the solution is at most i1 − i0.125

The solution for the k-dispersion problem consists of pℓ and pr and exactly k − 2126

points in (i0, ik−1). So by pigeonhole principle, S has no point in one of I1, I2, · · · ,127

or Ik−1. Thus we have k − 1 cases as follows.128

Case 1 S has no point in I1.129

In this case, S consists of (1) pℓ and (2) the solution of (k − 1)-dispersion problem130

for the points in (i1, ik−1].131

Case 2 S has no point in I2.132

In this case, S consists of (1) the solution of s-dispersion problem for the points in133

[i0, i1] and (2) the solution of (k − s)-dispersion problem for the points in (i2, ik−1]134

for some s with 1 ≤ s ≤ k − 1.135

Note that the cost of the solution is at most |I2|.136
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Algorithm Find-dispersion-on-a-line(P, k)

/* pℓ and pr are the leftmost point and the rightmost point in P */

if k = 1 then

S = {pℓ}

return S

end if

if k = 2 then

S = {pℓ, pr }

return S

end if

/* i0 = x(pℓ), ik−1 = x(pr ) and let i1, i2, · · · , ik−2 be the coordinates which evenly spaced on the line

between pℓ and pr */

/* k ≥ 3 */

/* Case: S has no point in I1 = (i0, i1] */

Let PR be the set of points of P in (i1, ik−1].

SL = {pℓ}

SR =Find-dispersion-on-a-line(PR , k − 1)

S = SL ∪ SR

/* Case: S has no point in I j = (i j−1, i j ] for j = 2, 3, · · · , k − 2 */

for j = 2 to k − 2 do

Let PL be the points of P in [i0, i j−1].

Let PR be the points of P in (i j , ik−1].

for s = 1 to k − 1 do

SL =Find-dispersion-on-a-line(PL , s)

SR =Find-dispersion-on-a-line(PR , k − s)

if cost(SL ∪ SR) > cost(S) then

S = SL ∪ SR

end if

end for

end for

/* Case: S has no point in Ik−1 = (ik−2, ik−1) */

Let PL be the set of points of P in [i0, ik−2].

SL =Find-dispersion-on-a-line(PL , k − 1)

SR = {pr }

if cost(SL ∪ SR) > cost(S) then

S = SL ∪ SR

end if

return S

Case 3 S has no point in I3.137

Similar to Case 2.138

· · ·139

Case k − 2 S has no point in Ik−2.140

Similar to Case 2.141

Case k − 1 S has no point in Ik−1.142

In this case, S consists of (1) the solution of (k − 1)-dispersion problem for the143

points in [i0, ik−2) and (2) pr .144

We (recursively) check all possible cases and choose the best one. See algorithm145

Find-dispersion-on-a-line. (If |P| < k then clearly the subproblem has no solution146

so we just discard such cases. For simplicity we omit such cases in the algorithm.)147

Thus if we have the solution of at most 2k2 smaller child dispersion problems then148

we can solve the original k-dispersion problem.149
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We have the following theorem.150

Theorem 1 One can solve the max–min k-dispersion problem in O(n) time when P151

is a set of unsorted n points on a line.152

Proof Consider the tree structure of the recursive calls. Each inner node has at most153

2k2 children and the height of the tree is at most k, so the number of inner node is at154

most (2k2)k . Before calling the children one needs to compute pℓ, pr , PL and PR by155

scanning the list of unsorted points with buckets PL and PR . So it needs O(n) time for156

each call, where n is the number of points in current P . Thus each inner node needs157

O(n) time except for the calls for its children. Therefore the total running time of the158

algorithm is O((2k2)kn). Since k is a constant it is O(n). ⊓⊔159

We can reduce the (2k2)k above to (2k log k)k as follows. In Case j (S has no point160

in I j = (i j−1, i j ]) the algorithm check every possible s = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1. We can161

replace this loop by binary search as follows. Assume for some s we compute SL =162

Find-dispersion-on-a-line(PL , s) and SR = Find-dispersion-on-a-line(PR, k − s),163

then cost(SL ∪ SR). Assume that SL ≤ SR holds. Now for larger s′ > s, for S
′

L =164

Find-dispersion-on-a-line(PL , s′) and S
′

R = Find-dispersion-on-a-line(PR, k−s′),165

cost(S
′

L ∪S
′

R) ≤ cost(SL ∪SR) holds, since for a smaller interval the cost of dispersion166

is always smaller! Now the running time is O((2k log k)kn). Since the number of points167

of the subproblems in the deep recursive call is small we can also replace (2k2)k by168

(2k2)!.169

4 k-dispersion for sorted points on a line170

If P is a set of sorted points on a line, and the input is given as an array in which the171

coordinates of the points are stored in the sorted order, then by slightly modifying the172

algorithm we can solve the dispersion problem in O(log n) time.173

Before calling the children we need to compute pℓ, pr , PL and PR . If the array174

is given we can compute the index of x(pℓ) and x(pr ) in the array in O(log n) time175

by binary search. Also instead of computing PL , we can compute the index of the176

coordinates of the leftmost and the rightmost points in PL in the array in O(log n)177

time by binary search. Similar for PR . Thus we can call each child with those indices178

of the leftmost and the rightmost points in PL and PR as arguments, instead of PL179

and PR . Now the running time is O((2k2)k log n), which is O(log n) since k is a180

constant.181

5 Conclusion182

In this paper we have designed a simple algorithm to solve the k-dispersion problem183

if P is a set of “unsorted” points on a line. This is the first O(n) time algorithm to184

solve the max–min k-dispersion problem for the set of unsorted points on a line.185

Then we show if P is a set of sorted points on a line and their coordinates are given186

in an array in the sorted order, a slightly modified version of the algorithm above187
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runs in O(log n) time. This is the first sublinear time algorithm to solve the max–min188

k-dispersion problem for the set of sorted points on a line.189

If P is a set of points on a circle and the order of the points on the circle is given,190

an O(n) time algorithm to solve the k-dispersion problem is claimed (Tsai and Wang191

1997). Can we apply the method in this paper for the circle case? 5192

Can we solve the problem efficiently if P is a set of the corner vertices on a convex193

polygon?194

Funding Funding was provided by Kakenhi (Grant No. 17K00003).195
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